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 Connect 5 - Unit (7)- Homes in Egypt 

Vocabulary: 

word meaning 

1-elevator n. A stand in a shaft for raising and lowering people or 

things to different levels; a left. 

2-closet n. an enclosed space with a door, used for storage, 

particularly (clothes) 

3-shower n. a bath in which water is sprayed on the body. 

4-cushion n. A bag of cloth stuffed with a mass of soft material. 

5-apartment
 n. 

A flat, typically one that is well used for holidays. 

6-home n. The place where one lives permanently as a member of a family 

or household. 

7-house n. a building for human habitation, especially on that consists of a 

ground floor and one or more upper levels. 

8-architect n. A person who is qualified to design buildings. 

9-reed mat adj. Kind of furniture in Ancient Egyptian homes used for sitting or 

sleeping on 

10-unfair adj. Something that happens that is not normally right or fair. 
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1- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

1. Houses were made from ------ in Ancient Egypt. 

a. mud bricks b. reed mats c. sand d. straw 
  

2. The view from my -------- is so amazing. 

a. elevator    b. balcony c. oven d. armchair 
 

3.Our new --------------- consists of two cozy bedrooms. 

a. house b. villa c. apartment d. closet 
 

4.The cake is ready. Mum is going to take it out of the ----------------  

a. oven b. cook  c. cooker d. kitchen 
 

5.The Ancient Egyptians homes are ------- because they were mad of -------. 

a.hot/sand b.cool/ bricks c. sunny/snow d. warm/straw 
 

6.people in upper Egypt live in ---------. 

a. houses b. mud c. farmhouses d. villas 
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7.Our new ----------- is very expensive. 

a. closet b. mud c. furniture d. shower 
 

8. I found this new house in Netherland it is …………………... 

a. blogging b. architect c. upside down d. enviroment 
 

9. My brother hugs a fluffy --------- while sleeping. 

a. reed mat b. furniture c. television d. cushion 
 

10.I ------ out for a walk yesterday. 

a. goes b. go c. went d. going 
 

11. He’s very --------- because he missed the bus. 

a. luckily b. unlucky c. lucky d. unluckily 
 

12. I never sit in that green armchair - it’s very .........................  

a. uncomfortable b. safe c. comfortable d. fair 
 

13. Don’t go down the street in the dark alone - it’s very.............. . 
 

a. safe b. unsafe c. unfair  d. uncomfortable  
 

2- Rearrange: 
 

1-or – a house – you – an apartment – Do – live – in ?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2- unlucky  -  He  -  because  -  missed  -  is  -  he  -  the bus .  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
3- topic  - unusual  -  is  - The  -  homes  -  interesting  -  very   - of .  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- share  -   my sister  - big  -  My bedroom  -  , I  -  it  -  with – is .  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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3- Complete the sentences with the words in the list: 
 

  moderen - unusual– farmhouse- light – friendl- top - ecological 

 

          I’m Samer . I am interested in ………………… things around the world . One 

day I found a/ an (1)………………………. House in Netherland online. It is upside down , 

it actually an old (2)………………………. Which people are changing to make it 

(3)…………………… this works very well  because all the windows are at the 

(4)………………. So you get a lot of (5)…………………………… 

 

 

 

4- Read and write the correct form of the word : 

 

1- M new shoes are too small . They make me feel ( comfortable)…………………… 

2- Alex didn’t (works)……………………. Last weekend. 

3- Amira was (happy)…………………….. and angry. 

4- The school is (on)…………………. The middle of the street. 

5- When I was six , I (visits)………………….. Aswan. 

 

5-Punctuate the following sentences 

1-where does dina live 

....................................................................................................... 

2-alexandria is in the north of egypt 

................................................. ...................................................... 
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6-write a paragraph about your house or apartment using the following 

guiding elements :  

Describe your house .  

Is it old or modern ?  

Is it big or small ?  

How many rooms are there ?  

 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

7-Listen and circle the correct answer  

1- My  uncle is a ( teacher – scientist – driver – doctor). 

2- When  he was younger , he traveled a lot in   ( east – west – north – south) 

America. 

3- People were very ( angry – friendly – nervous – worried) and helped him with 

his work there. 

4- He was very interested in howler (monkeys – lions – lizards – foxes). 
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Unit (8)- At the doctor’s 

Vocabulary 
 

word Meaning 

1-earachen. A pain in an ear 

2-ankle n. (in humans) the joint between the foot and the leg, in which 

movement occurs in two planes. 

3-cough v./n. (v.) to expel air from the lungs suddenly with a harsh noise, often 

involuntarily. (n.) the act or sound of coughing. 

4-heal v. restore to health 

5-injection

 n. 

something that is injected by 

6-crowded adj. filled with a crowd. 

7-spear n. a long, stabbing weapon for throwing. 

8-pills n. dose, medicine, 

9-treatment n. 

  

the use of drugs, exercises, etc. to cure a person of an illness or 

injury: 

   

 10-  coach (n)  an instructor or trainer at sports. 

 

1-Read and write the correct form of the word 

1- He is  ( responsible)………………………. He doesn’t follow the rules of the hospital. 

2- I (doesn’t)………………………. Have a stomach ache. 

3- Does he ( has)……………………… a cough? 

4- Noha and reem (don’t)…………………… feeling very well. 

5-  I took some pills because I (have)…………………… a headache. 

6- It is ( legal) ………………… to drive without your seat belt. 

7- If  the place is crowded , there are   (no)……………………….. prople in it.

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/inject
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/dose
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/medicine
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/drug
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/exercise
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/cure
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/illness
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/injury
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2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 

1. Miss Sara went to the dentist because she had a -------- 
 

a. toothache b. headache c. cough d. cold 

2. Sam has a --------, can you help him? 
 

a. prize b. meal c. problem d. club 

3. My two sons went to the ------ for football practice. 
 

a. dentist b. club c. pool d. doctor 

4. My ------- is empty and I feel hungry. 
 

a. ear b. foot c. back d. stomach 

5. We get ---------- water from the River Nile. 
 

a. salt b. hot c. fresh d. rain 

6. Mary was so thirsty. She had two ------- of orange juice. 

 

a. pots b. glasses c. for d. plates 

7. The river is not as big as the ---------------- --. 

 
a. ocean b. glacier c. pond d. stream 

8. Fruits are very useful for your ------- 

 
a. water b. health c. time d. science 

9. There was a party, so the club was ------ 

 

a. near b. crowded c. unwell d. sick 

10. The nurse put a/an --------- on the cut on my leg. 

 
a. mat b. injection c. problem d. bandage 
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11-Mom took my --------- brother to the hospital. 

a. busy b. special c. sick d. well 

12-It’s ---------- to see the moon during the day . 
 

a. possible b. impossible c. legal d. illegal 

13-The opposite of the word “moral” is ------------- --. 
 

a. mortal b. immoral c. morality d. more 

14-Mom had a headache. She had two ------ of aspirin. 
 

a .pins b. pills c. beds d. pots 

15-You need to take the medicine for ---------- your wounds. 
 

a. heating b. heading c. healing d. meeting 

 
 

3. Reorder the words to make correct sentences. 

1. your health - water - is -Why - important-for? 

 

2. I -loud - have - because of- a severe –music- headache. 

 

3. the world -animal - the biggest- The elephant -is-in. 

 

4. find out-want to-What-the blind-did-man? 

 
4-Punctuate the following. 

1. what is special about the men 

 

    2- the elephant's trunk is long and flexible 
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5-Complete the sentences with the words in the list: 

 

  wounds- injuries- breakfast - illnesses - treatment  

Do you like honey? Perhaps you enjoy eating it for --------------------- --. Or 

maybe you enjoy it in a sweet basbousa? But did you know that honey isn't 

only a food? It is also used as a ----------------------------for some --------------------- 

and ------------------ It was first used to treat --------------------- by Egyptian doctors 
 

around 5,000 years ago. 
 

6- Write a paragraph of forty (40) words 

 
 
 
 

Guiding words: 

Kill bacteria- treatment- illnesses- types- different- cough – mix - milk 

 
 

         Honey  
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7-Listen and choose the correct answer 

1- The staff  from a  (school – bank – hospital – club ). Turn the corridors 

into classrooms. 

2- The nurses become  ( teachers – doctors – patients – students). 

3- The idea helps families to ( visit – ask – care – draw) for their relatives. 

4- They  can change a ( game – hospital – relative – bandage). Or give an 

injection at home. 
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Unit 9  

My favourite animal 

New words : 

 
1 Exhausted Very tired. 

2 Awesome Very great. 

3 Useless When something doesn't work well or  has no effect.  

4 Ungrateful Not thanking or showing that you are pleased with 

someone who has done something for you.  

5 Comfortable Make you feel relaxed and don’t cause any pain.  

6 Wide Measuring a long distance or longer than usual from 

one side to the other. 

7 fable  A simple story 

8- Meeting point  It is somewhere where people meet. 

9- useless  Something unimportant , we can’t use it. 

10- travelers People who travel or fly to different places 
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Language focus 
1-can  -  can't  
To talk about something, we are or aren't able to do in the present.  

Ex: I can play tennis but I can't play football.  

To make question, we start with (Can). 

Ex: Can you play basketball?  

2- could  -  couldn’t  
To talk about something we were  -  or weren’t able to do it in the past .  

Ex: When I was three, I could count to ten but I couldn’t write .  

To make question , we start with ( Could ) .  

Ex: Could you ride your bike when you were three ? 

N.B: We use ( can – can't  -  could  -  couldn’t ) with the infinitive without  

( to ) .   

3- The suffix ( er )  
We add ( er ) to the word to make a noun . 

 Ex:  teach / teacher                    travel / traveler 

4- ( ing ) or ( ed ) adjectives .  
We add ( ed ) or ( ing ) to the verb to make an  adjective 

An adjective that ends in ( ing ) describes a thing but an adjective that ends in 

 ( ed ) describe a person.  

Ex : The film is so boring , I feel bored .   

         

1- Choose:- 

1-The ( kangaroo -  snail  -  bat  -  penguin ) has a shell . It doesn’t have legs or 

arms .  

2-The ( snail  -  bat  -  penguin – kangaroo ) flies at night and it sleeps upside down 

on trees .  

3- The ( bat  -  snail  -  panda  -  penguin ) lives in China and eats bamboo.  

4- He is a ( comfortable  -  useless  -  awesome  -  friendly ) person . He always 

helps all his friends .  
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5- The ( scribe  -  farmer  -  traveler  -  doctor ) moves across the country . 

6-The travelers enjoy the ( taxes  -  shade  -  stream – tomb ) and the cool breeze 

under the tree .   

7- This tree is ( comfortable  -  useless  -  awesome  -  friendly ) , there are no nuts 

or fruit on its branches .  

8-When the rainwater goes into streams and rivers , this process is called ( breeze – 

nobles – precipitation – taxes ) .  

9-Monkeys ( can  -  could  -  can't  -  couldn’t ) climb trees.  

10-My father goes to work by taxi , he (can  -  could  -  can't  -  couldn’t ) drive a 

car.  

11-My sister ( can  -  could  -  can't  -  couldn’t ) count to ten when she was two. 

12-  I had a wonderful day in the ( school – water – wildlife – rock) park . I saw a 

lot of animals and birds. 

2- Rearrange :  
1-a  - We  -  useless  -  use  - can't  -  thing .  

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- were  -  What  -  you  -  could  -  do  -  when  -  three – you ?   

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 3-keep  -  Soldiers  -  the country  -  safe  -  help .  

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4-you  - the wildlife  -  What  -  see -  park  -  did -  at  ?    

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5-from  -  the traders  -  Artisans  -  the materials  -  took  .   

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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3-Punctuate the following sentences :  

1-the ancient egyptian society is amazing 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-what s your favourite animal amir 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

4-Complete the paragraph with the following words : 

( shelter  –– breeze  -  travelers - branches) 

There was a very big old tree in a hot  dry land . Its trunk was very 

wide and it had many green (1)…………….. , It was famous 

because it was the only tree where it lived and it gave(2) 

………………. and rest to hundreds of (3)……………. The 

People enjoyed the shade and  the cool (4)…………….. 

 

5- Read and write the correct form of the word 

1- I couldn’t say anything  in German last year , but now I 

(could)…………….. 

2-  Could you (won)…………….. the match last week? 

3-  Ahmed is so (grateful) …………….. he never thanks others 

for anything. 

4- History is so ( interested)……………….. 

5-  This garden is  so (amazed)…………... 
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6-How to write an email: 

 
1-From : ( your name ) 

    To: ( your friend's name )  

    Subject : ( the main idea of your email ) or ( The title )  

2- Begin your email with ( Dear ) or ( Hi ) . 

3- Say why you are writing . 

4-Write the paragraph. 

5- End your email with ( write soon ) ( see you soon ) ( bye for now ) ,…….  

6- Sign the email.  

 

 

Write an email to you friend Amir to tell him about your favourite 

animal. Your email address  is hany@gmail.com  and your friend's 

email address is amir@gmail.com  

To: ……….................. 

From: ………………………. 

Subject : ……………………… 

………………………, 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

…………….. 

……………. 

 

 

mailto:hany@gmail.com
mailto:amir@gmail.com
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7-Listen and choose 

1-  Mona reads many ( aticles – films – books – posters ) about 

animals. 

2- Mona watches programs about animals ( habitats- boies – food – fur) 

3- The penguins are ( brown – black – red – green) and white 

4- Penguins live on ( trees – sky – sand – snow). 
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Unit 10 :   Let's visit Egypt 
New words : 
1 Local cuisine Kinds of food. 

2 Evidence Something that makes you believe that something 

is true or exists. 

3 Artifacts Objects which were made in the past 

4 Avenue A wide road in a town or city. 

5 Elevator Machine that carries people up and down in a tall 

building. 

6 Recognize To know someone or something because you have 

seen or experienced them. 

7 Entertain To keep someone interested and help them to have 

an enjoyable time.  

8- Treasure A collection of gold and silver and valuable objects 

9- Creature Anything that lives. 

10- Tourist attractions   Aplace of intrest that tourists visit 

 

Language focus 

1-Imperative 
-We use the imperative to tell someone to do or not to do something . 

-We use the imperative without a subject .  

1-Affirmative imperative. 

Ex: Open the door.  

2-Negative imperative . Use ( don’t + infinitive )  

Ex: Don’t talk in class. 

 

1- Choose:- 
1-Don’t ( pick out – pick up – plant in -  watch out ) flowers , it ‘s wrong .  

2-The ( monuments  -  avenues – evidence – paintings ) are pictures on the wall. 

3-We go to Alexandria during the summer (treasure – creature –vacation –button ).  

4-There are many ( evidence  -  monuments  -  avenues  -  elevators ) in the 

museum .  
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5-Tea with ( tomb  -  mint  -  avenue  -  treasure ) is my favourite drink .  

6- Alexandria is a big ( avenue  -  tomb  -  city  -  evidence ) with lots of amazing 

restaurants , stores and markets .  

7- It is very relaxing to sit in the ( tomb  -  roof garden  -  creature  -  painting ) of 

the hotel .  

8-Tourists like to go to the restaurants to try the ( creature  -  treasure  -  evidence – 

local cuisine ) .  

9- I am lost , I couldn’t ( say  -  recognize  -  play  -  entertain ) the road. 

10- You must ( entertain  -  recognize  -  paint  -  apologize ) because you did many 

mistakes.  

11- Don’t ( made  -  make  -  makes  -  making ) noise in the library .  

12-( Turns  -  You turn – Turn – Turning ) up the volume of the radio,I can't hear.  

 

2- Rearrange :  
1-traditional  -  food  -  The restaurant  -  Egyptian  -  serves .  

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-loudly  -  in  -  Don’t  -  the library -  talk .   

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3-cities  -  in  -  one  -  the most  -  of  -  London  -  is  - exciting.   

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4-treasures -  center -  the archaeological  -  in  -  There are  -  a lot of .  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3-Punctuate the following sentences :  
1-jens is visiting alexandria from germany 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-is karim originally from cairo 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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4-Fill in the blanks  

( city – fascinating – beach – treasures - games) 

 

There are many exciting things to o in Alamein . Th city is on the 

(1)……………….. so you can visit the cool sea when it ‘s hot . This 

beautiful beach is 14 km long . there is also a green lake right in the 

middle of the (2)……………… . You can also visit the  beautiful 

international park . If you want to learn about the (3)………………. 

History of the area, then visit the archeological center . There are some 

amazing (4) ……………….. there. I can’t wait to see  you in New 

Alamein. 
 

5-Read and write the correct form of the word: 

1- Is there a  (parks )……………….. near here? 

2-  Go into the elevator and ( pushed)…………………… the number 

one button. 

3- (brought)…………………… your book back in two weeks. 

4- (went)……………………….. straight on , then turn right. 

5-  There are some (phone )……………………. On the table. 

6- Where (are)………………….. the shopping mall , please? 

7- How (does)……………………….. I get to the library 

6-Listen and choose 
 

1- Carl lives in ( Paris – London – Egypt – NewYork). 

2- Carl moved to Englad  ( five – six – three  - two) years ago. 

3- Carl’s dad got a new ( phone – apartment – job – bag) 

4- Carl goes to the ( vzoo – park – beach – library). 
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7-Write a paragraph 30 words about New Alamein 

Guide words:  (  exciting – city – cool sea – international park- archeological 

center) 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit 11 

 

Vacations 
 

Vocabulary 

 

 
Word Meaning 

Theme park : (n) You can have fun here and go on different rides. 

Passport  : (n) You need this to travel to different countries. 

Ticket: ( n) It is a piece of paper or card that shows  

You have paid for a journey. 

Suitcase : (n) a flat box with a handle that you use for carrying your 

clothes. 

Grain : (n)  The seeds of wheat ,rice  etc. as a product. 

Reeds : (n ) a tall plant like grass that grows in or near water.  

Traditional : (n) It is a custom belief that has continued 

from the past to the present. 

 

Diary : (n)  It is a book in which you write down things that happen to 

you each day .  

Handicrafts : (n)  It is an activity that needs skill with hands as well as 

artistic ability. e.g : sewing.   

Diary entry : (n)  It is a piece of writing in a diary . 

Tour guide  : (n)   a person who leads a group of tourists  

To visit different places of a country.  
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Language Focus 

Prepositions of Time 

To say when something happens, we use prepositions of time.  

1- on  

Before   days of the  week. 

E.g: I will see you on Tuesday.  

Before   specific   dates. 

E:g : The final exam is on June 29th . 

With special days or occasions.  

E:g : I will get many presents on my birthday. 

With these phrases: 

On holiday – on the weekend – on time  

2- at  

Specific time  

E:g   : The first lesson begins at 8 o’clock . 

With  these phrases: 

At night – at midday – at midnight – at lunch time. 

3- In   

With times of the day  

In the morning – in the afternoon – in the evening  

E.g  : In the morning ,I always run for 30 minutes .  

With seasons, months , and years  

Spring - Summer-   Winter - Autumn  

January - March - September  

2012 - 1989 - 2000 - 2019   

E.g : In Summer I go to the beach . 
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The Suffix 

 

The Suffix:  is a letter or group of letters added at the  end of a word to make 

a new word . 

Base  Suffix Adjective 

Danger -ous dangerous 

Act -ive Active 

 

E:g : Ali swims and runs .He is very active. 

         Be careful! That snake is poisonous.  

         Everyone knows Soha.  She is famous. 

 

1-   Read  and choose  the correct answer from a ,b, c or d  

1-   Cotton, grain and reeds are ………………………… 

     a- stones          b- crops           c- lessons         d- classes  

2- My shoes are made of……………………….. 

      a- gold              b-iron                c- cotton         d- leather 

3-We put our clothes in a ………………………when we travel. 

        a- suitcase           b- passport            c -   hotel        d- bench 

4- When you travel abroad, you usually need a …………………. 

      a- passport              b- stall               c- sand              d- gold  

5-Is   your   birthday …………………..May? 

    a- on                    b- in                   c- at               d- to  

6- We go to the beach …………………. midday. 

     a- on                 b- in                c- at               d- to   

7- Salem   is a very ……………….. man . 

     a- act                b- acting             c- active         d- acts 

8- The lion is a very ………………………animal. 

     a- danger          b- dangerously             c- dangers            d- dangerous  

9- I write daily in my………………………………  

    a- dairy              b- diary              c- passport                d- ticket  

10- Each Summer   millions of ……………………visit the museums . 

       a- tourists          b- tickets            c- resources            d-    parks  

11- We are going hiking   ……………..the weekend. 

       a- on                   b-in                      c- with                       d- to   
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12-The farmer uses the Nile water for his ………………….. 

      a- park               b- crops               c- phone               d- galabia  

13- You need a ………………………..to travel to different countries. 

       a- bicycle           b- hotel               c- gold                  d- passport  

14- I am going on a vacation next week, so I need to pack my 

        a- passport        b- hotel             c- suitcase              d- ticket 

15- …………………………..and cotton clothes are examples of man made 

        resources. 

       a- gold                 b- water            c- plastic bottles            d- trees  

16- The flight landed ……………………4 o’clock . 

       a- in                       b- at                   c- on                                d- under 

17- A ……………………. Is a book in which you write down things that happen 

to you daily. 

       a- diary             b- diary entry              c- stalls                d- handicrafts 

18- Our …………………will   leave at 11 am . 

       a- appointment       b- flight         c- vacation               d- desert tours  

19- Trees and …………………………are   natural resources. 

       a- cotton clothes      b- plastic bottles       c- stones       d- galabeya  

20- I have an important …………………with my manager 

        a- diary           b- appointment           c-   bus ride       d- destination 

 

2-   Reorder the words to make correct sentences 

1- to   visit- like- would- what- you – country - ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- resources- of - Sunlight – is - an- example -natural  

……………………………………………………………………………………….  

3- their - crops- farmers- can - What- use - for -? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- go - on -Saturdays-  We - to – club - the  

………………………………………………………………………………………  
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 3-  Complete the text with a word from the list 

 

(museum -  reminds – forgets – picnic – went) 

 

 I love this city . There is so  much  to do in it . Today we (1) ………… to Ali Ben 

Youssef  Mdrasa . It ‘s a abeautiful (2)……………… that is 800 years old . we 

also visited Jardin Majorelle , a lovely garden wghere we had a (3)………….. I 

like it there because it (4)………… me a bit of Al Azhar park at home. 

 

4- Read and write the correct form of the word 

1- I play with my friends ( at) …………………. Fridays. 

2-  We arrived (on)…………………….  Lunch time. 

3- My sister’s birthday is (in)……………………….. July 12th 

4- She was born  ( on)……………………..1997 

5- I was happy (in)…………………. My birthday 

6- That phone is very ( expense)………………….. an we buy a cheaper one? 

7- Don’t drink that , it could be ( poison)………………………….. 
 

 

  5- Punctuate:  

1- what do you take on vacation  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2- our flight lands in the evening 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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6- Write a paragraph of (40) words using the following guiding elements 

My perfect vacation  

Guiding questions : 

Where did you go on a vacation?   

What did you take on your vacation? 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………........ 

 

 

7-Listen and choose the correct answer 

 

1-seleem was feeling ( happy – sad – delighted – tired). 

2- seleem wanted to go on ( bus – boat – trip – vacation) 

3- His cousin sherief was away at the ( park – zoo – beach – school) 

4-Seleem’s dad had a new ( car – job – book – apartment) 
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Listening passages [ connect ] 
 

Unit 7 

My uncle is a scientist  and loves animals . when he was younger he 

traveled a lot in south America  for work . he loved it  there because the 

people were friendly  and  helped him with his work . He was very 

interested in  howler monkeys and wanted to do some  research into their 

family groups. 

Unit 8 

Each afternoon a staff from the hospital  in India turns the corridors into 

classrooms . The nurses become teachers and the family members  

become the students . This idea  helps the families to care for the relatives 

when they go home . They can change a bandage or give an injection at 

home. 

Unit 9 

Mona is interested in animals . She reads many books about them . she 

also watches programs about animal habitats . She loves the kangaroos , 

penguins and parrots . The kangaroos are interesting.  They live in 

Australia . The penguins are black and white . They live on ice and snow. 
Unit 10 

My name is Carl . I live in London now . buyt I wasn;t born in England I moved  

to Englad two years ago . My dad got a new job in London . I have lots of friends 

in London . In summer I go to the beach  after school two or three times a week. 

 

Unit 11 

 

 Seleem was feeling sad . It was a hot summer , school was over and he wanted 

to go on a vacation. His cousin sherief  was away at the beach and seleem 

wanted to be there ,too . hIs family usually  go on a vacation with sherief’s 

family  but this year this isn’t possible Seleem’s dad had a new job and they 

had to sto stay in cairo 
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Unit 5  

Hobbies and free time activities  
New words : 

1 Magazine A thin book published every week or month that has shiny 

colorful pages with articles and pictures . 

2 Popular Liked by many people. 

3 Hiking To go for a long walk in the countryside. 

4 Sunscreen A substance that protects you skin in the sun.   

5 Do origami A craft to make the shapes of anything using paper. 

6 Adventure An exciting and sometimes dangerous experience  

7 Creative The ability to produce new ideas or things using skill and 

imagination.  

8- Survey To ask people questions in order to find out about their 

opinions. 

9- Wrestling A sport in which two people fight and try to push each other to 

the ground.  

10- Archery A sport in which you shoot arrows.  

11- Gorgeous Very beautiful or pleasant. 

12- Camper Someone who stays in a tent on holiday. 

13- Trail A path where people walk. 

14- Rough Not smooth. 

15- deep Having a long distance from the top to the bottom.  

 

1-Choose:- 
1-Football is the most ( creative -  deep  -  rough  -  popular ) sport in Egypt.  

2-When we go to the beach ,we always put on ( origami  -  survey – sunscreen  -   

   archery ) to avoid having a sunburn. 

3-It is enjoyable to go (  swimming  -  wrestling  -  hiking  -  shopping ) in the     

   countryside in the evening .  

4-We have to know how to ( record video  -  put up a tent  -  go skiing  -   

   do origami ) when we go camping .  

5-In Hurghada, we enjoy hiking along the ( archery – trail –survey - magazine ) of  

   the Red Sea.  

6-Climbing  mountains is a very risky ( survey  - camper – adventure - trail ).  
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7-It is dangerous for children to swim in (rough  - deep – popular  - creative )  

    pools. 

8-The bride looks ( deep  -  creative  -  popular  -gorgeous ) in her wedding white  

    dress. 

9-Teachers always try to encourage their students to be ( gorgeous  - deep  -   

    rough  - creative ) and skillful. 

10-My brother won the first prize in ( survey -  magazine  - adventure  - wrestling )  

     last year.  

11- The receptionist asked us to do a quick ( magazine  -  survey – adventure  -     

      trail ) to evaluate the service in the  hotel.  

12- "Gorgeous " and " beautiful " are (antonyms - synonyms - nouns – adverbs). 

13- " Deep " and " rough " are ( nouns  - adverbs  -  adjectives  -  antonyms ).  

14- "Survey " and " adventure " are ( nouns  - adverbs  -  adjectives  -  antonyms ).  

15- The antonym of " shallow " is ( creative  -  rough  -  deep  -  gorgeous).  

 

2-Replace the word between brackets with a suitable word to the sentence : 

1-The ( survey ) …………………is a colorful book published every week.  

2-Last year, we went on a dangerous ( trail ) ………………….to the mountain.  

3-The guide told the tourists that it is dangerous to swim in this ( rough)     

    ………….water. 

4-My brother is ( popular ) …………. He always makes lots of arts .  

5- She loves nature , she always goes ( wrestling ) ……………… 

6- He is a ( craftsman ) ……………….., he usually goes camping and stays in a  

     tent .   
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Language focus 

1-We use the verb ( go ) with the ( ing ) activities and sports . 

    Ex : go swimming  -  go cycling  - go shopping  -  go fishing  

2- We use the verb ( play ) with the ball games .  

    Ex : play basketball  -  play tennis  -  play volleyball  

3- We use the verb ( do ) with the other games. 

    Ex : do karate  -  do judo  

3-Choose: 

1- We ( have  -  go  -  do  -  play ) swimming , when it's hot.  

2- Mum usually prepares food when we ( have  -  go  -  play  -  do ) camping. 

3-My brother is fond of ( having  -  playing  -  going  -  doing ) football. 

4-( Having  -  Doing  - Playing  -  Going )  origami is one of the most important 

activity for children.  

5- I like going ( origami  -  shopping  -  karate  -  tennis ) with my mum . 

6- I love (having  -  playing  -  going  -  doing ) hiking in the mountains .  

7-I (have  -  go  -  do  -  play ) arts and crafts in my free time . 

 

4-Correct the word between brackets :  

1-[ Doing ]  ……………. basketball is a sport for tall players only. 

2-Players must wear karate suit while [ going ] …………… karate .  

3-It is enjoyable [ having ] ………………fishing when the weather is nice .  

4-Before going on a vacation , we need to [ do ] ……… shopping to buy    

     everything we need .    
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5- Rearrange :  
1-you  -  can  -  creative  -  Hobbies  -  more  -  make .  

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-hiking  -  enjoy  -  Do  -  in  -  you  -  the mountain  ? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3-likes  -  to  -  in the  -  she  -  places  -  countryside  -  going .   

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4-you  -  hobby  -  doing  -  What  -  enjoy  -  most  -  do ?   

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5-like  -  in  -  time  -  What  -  he  -  does  -  free  -  doing – his ?  

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
6- Complete the paragraph with the following words : 

picnic  -  rains  -  rain  -  indoors  -  winters  -  time  -  spaces – outdoors  
 

There are a lot of different ways that people spend their free ………. in Canada . 

When it's warm out , people have a ………… in the park. There are a lot of green 

……….. , but the only problems that it ………… a lot , when it's raining, I go 

swimming. The pool is …………… so we don’t have to worry about the ……… 

or even the very cold ……………. 
 

 

7- Listen and choose the correct answer: 
 

1-Hany loves spending his free time with his ( brothers  -  cousins  -       

     friends  -  sisters ) .  

2-Hany's cousin, Fady, is ( ten  -  nine  -  eleven  -  twelve ). 

3-They love playing (football -  tennis -  computer games- handball) on Saturdays .  

4-Hany and his cousins like having (breakfast -  lunch -  dinner - snack ) together .    
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Unit 6 - My Wonderful City 
 

 

 

 

1- planetarium n. A building in which images of stars, planets, and constellations 

are projected for public entertainment or education. 

2- aquarium n. A place where you can see fish, sharks, and other sea animals. 

3- Artifacts  n. an object, such as a tool, that was made in the past 

4- bike path    n. a path or marked route that is intended for people riding bicycles 

5- Fort  n. a large old building which is made of stone and has thick walls. 

6- Harbor   n. A place where boats stop and stay. 

7- Ruins   n. the broken parts that are left of an ancient building or town. 

8- Tram   n. an electric vehicle that transports people, usually in cities, and goes 

along metal tracks in the road 

9- University  n. A place where students can study after they finish school. 

10- Bucket  n. a container with an open top and a handle, often used 

for carrying liquids 

11- Bush  n. a plant with many small branches growing giving 

the plant a rounded shape = a small tree 

12- Curved   adj. having a rounded or smoothly bending shape 

13- Date   n. the sweet fruit of various types of palm tree 

14- Palm   n. a tree that grows in hot countries and has a tall trunk with  

a mass of long pointed leaves at the top 

15- Modern adj. Relating to the present time and not to the past. 

16- Unusual adj. Different and not ordinary. 

17- Loudly adv. When you read or say something out loud so that other people can 

hear you. 

18- Glad adj. Happy about something.  

19- Frightened 

adj. 

Afraid or nervous. 

20- Surprised adj. Feeling surprise because something has happened that you did not 

expect.  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/object
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/tool
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/path
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/marked
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/route
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/intended
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/riding
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bicycle
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/broken
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/part
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/left
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/ancient
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/building
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/town
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/electric
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/vehicle
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/transport
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/people
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/city
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/metal
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/track
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/road
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/container
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/open
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/top
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/handle
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/carry
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/liquid
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/plant
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/small
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/branches
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/growing
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/plant
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/rounded
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/shape
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/rounded
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/smoothly
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/bend
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/shape
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/sweet
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/fruit
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/various
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/type
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/palm
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/tree
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1- Listen and choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d. 
1. I went to Alexandria with my  ---------- 

a. neighbors b. teachers c. family d. friends 

2. My cousin is a student at the ------- 

a. museum b. school c. university d. café 

3. My cousin studies -------- 

a. geography b. science c. math d. Arabic 

4. The university --------- are very big. 

a. stairs  b. flags c. buildings d. windows 
 

 

 
 
 

2- Choose the correct answer  : 
 

1.We can see a lot of colorful fish and other marine animals in the  

    ( theatre  -  temple  -  aquarium  -  planetarium ) .  

2. New cities have a lot of parks, hiking trails, or bike ( citadels - forts -  

   shows - paths ) .  

3. My brother is studying engineering at  the ( theatre  -  university  -      

    aquarium  -  planetarium ) .  

4. Alexandria has a very important ( theatre - path  -  harbor  -  shows ). 

5. The ( harbors  -  trams  -  ruins  - forts )   of the old building were used  

    to build a new one. 

6. A/An ( teacher  -  vet  -  doctor  -  architect ) designs houses and  

    buildings. 

7. They have a garden on the ( environment  - theatre -  plant  -  rooftop )  

    of the apartment building. 

8. A long time ago, people used (amphitheater – harbor - theatre  -  forts )     

    for musical shows, meetings, and plays. 
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9-Children usually play with [ artifacts  -  buckets  -  ruins  -  boats ] and      

   spades on the beach .  

10-"Planetarium " and " aquarium " are [ adjectives  -  nouns  -  adverbs  -     

     antonyms ]. 

11-The word " curved " is the antonym of [ deep  -  cheap  -  quiet  -       

      curved ]. 

12-" Modern " and " unusual " are [ adjectives  -  nouns  -  adverbs  -     

     antonyms ]. 

13- The word " glad " is the synonym of [ modern  -  happy  -  loudly        

      surprised ].  

 

3-Replace the word between brackets with a suitable word to 

the sentence : 

1-Students go to the [ aquarium ] ……………….. to continue their 

studies after school .  

2-We go to the [ planetarium ] ……………….to see different kinds of 

fish. 

3- The [ university ] ………………is the place where we can learn about 

stars and planets .  

4-The [ bike path ] ……………….is a place where boats can stop.  

5-The [ bush ] ………………..is a big tree with tall trunks and thick 

leaves .  
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Grammar Study 
 

1- indefinite pronouns 

We use indefinite pronouns to talk about people, things and places which we don't name. We 

use singular verb with all indefinite pronouns. 

A) everybody -everything 
We use everything and everybody to talk about all/ some people and things 

 in the positive and interrogative sentences. 

Examples: 

 - Everybody goes to the sports center on Thursday night. 

- You can buy everything you need there! 

- What did everybody do yesterday? 

- Is everything OK? 

B) somebody - something 
We use something and somebody to talk about things or people in general/ places or 

things which we like, in the positive sentences. 

Examples: 

- Somebody first took me to the Khan El-Khalil market when I was six. 

- I bought something there last week. 

C) anybody - anything 

We use anything and anybody to talk about things or people in general / places or 

things which we like, in questions and negative sentences 

Examples: 

- We don’t usually meet anybody when we go there. 

- Don’t eat anything before you go there. 

- Can you see anybody in the park? 

- Did you find anything there you could buy? 

D) nobody - nothing 

We use nothing and nobody talk about no/ many things or people in general, positive 

sentences. 

Examples: 

-There is nothing there I don't. 

- I found nobody there to help me. 

Note 

I don't have anything to do today.    = I have nothing to do today 

There isn't anything in the box.          = There is nothing in the box.  
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4-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 
 
1- There ---- something wrong with this television set. 

a. were b. is c. are d. was 
 

2-Nobody ------ what's going to happen. 

a. doesn’t know b. know c. don’t know d. knows 
 

3- I know -------- in secondary school. 

a. anyone b. somebody c. anybody d. some 
 

4- ----------- here is welcomed. 

a. Nothing    b. Everybody c. Everything d. Anything 
 

5- I always eat ------------------  for breakfast. 

a. something    b. everything c. everything d. everybody 
 

6- There isn't ---------------in my school bag. 

a. anything b. something c. nothing d. everything 
 

7- ------------------- helps me with my homework. I do it with no help. 

a. Nothing    b. Somebody c. Everybody d. Nobody 
 

8- -------------------- in my family loves summer vacation. 

a. Nothing    b. Everybody c. Everything d. Anybody 
 

9. There was -------------- interesting on TV last night. 

a. Nothing    b. Everybody c. Everything d. Anything 
 

10- I didn't know -------------------- on my first day at school. 

a. somebody    b. nobody c. Everything d. anybody 

 

 

 

 

 

2- Infinitive of purpose 
Usage : We use (to + infinitive) to express purpose or say why someone did something. 

Examples: 

- They go to the beach to play games. 

- I like going to movie theaters to watch new movies. 
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5-Correct the word between brackets : 
1-[ Something ] ……………….is knocking on the door. I'll open it.  

2-There is [ someone ] ………………..on the table. It is a present for 

you.  

3-[Everybody ] ………………in this shop is made from natural leather. 

4-He is a kind man and [ nobody ] ……………..loves him .  

5-Is there [ anybody ] ……………….to eat ? I'm so hungry .  

6-People go to the shopping mall [ of buying ] ……………new clothes. 

7-Students should study hard to [ succeeded ] ……………….   

 

6-Complete the text with words from the box. 

 
learn-  National - boat - breathe - snorkeling 

      We went to Sharm El-Sheikh on vacation. It was a lot of fun! On the last day, 

we got a boat to visit Ras Muhammed --------------- Park. I liked the -----------------. 

trip, but my little brother Adam felt sick. He had to sit on Mom's knee! When we 

got to the National Park, we tried --------------------- It was amazing! We wore 

masks over our faces and a snorkel to ------------------ under water.  
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7-Order the words to make correct sentences. 
 

1. can - fish -We – colorful- animals –aquarium – sea – in – the – see -and 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

2. café' - family -  I  -  go  -  meal  - a nice  -  have  -  to – the – my – with  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

3- tower  -  arches  -  The  -  has  -  Pisa  - of  -  lots – of – leaning . 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

4- you  - you -  could  -  anything  -  Did – find  -  buy  - shopping  -  in  -  

mall – the ? 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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Unit 7  

Good advice 

New words : 

Word  Meaning 

1- advice : (n)  It is what you say to someone when you tell them what you 

think they should do.     

2-  Tides  : (n)   the regular movement of the level of the sea up and down 

the shore. 

3- coast : (n)  It is the land next to the sea . 

4- shallow : ( adj )   not deep.  

5- Throne : (n)  a special chair a king or queen sits on .  

6-habit [ n ]   Something that you do regularly  

 7-obey [ v ]   To do what you are told to do. 

8- Body clock :    It is something in your body that tells you when to sleep, 

wake up and eat. 

9-bright [ adj.] Having a strong , light color.  

10- Achieve : ( verb )  To succeed in doing something. 

11-curtain [ n ] A piece of material which hangs down to cover a window. 

12-device [ n ]  A piece of equipment that is used for a particular purpose. 

13- relationships [ n ]  The way two people or groups feel and behave towards 

each other.  

14-patient [ n  ]  [ adj. ] A person who can wait  

A sick person 

15-responsible [ adj.  ]  To be the person whose duty is to deal with someone or 

something. 

16-effect [ n ]  Change or  reaction that is caused by something 

17-risk [ n ]  Something bad that might happen.  

18- powerful [ adj. ] Having a lot of strength  and force. 

19- edge [ n ]  The part of something that is farthest from the center 
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1-Choose the correct answer:  
 

1-The [ table  -  throne  -  tide  -  edge ]is a special chair a king sits on . 

2- Smoking is a dangerous [ sport  -  habit  -  game  -  hobby ].  

3- With much practice , she has [ achieved  -  spent  -  answered  -  went ]a high     

      level of skill. 

4- To [ advice  -  tell  -  obey  -  repeat ]means to do what a person or rule asks you  

     to do. 

5- The room was decorated in [ tiny  -  tired  -  angry  -  bright ] colors . 

6- She opened the [ cushions – curtains – mats – reeds ]of the balcony . 

7-we should listen to our parents and teachers ' [ devices  -  advices  -  tides  -      

   coast]. 

8-The manager of the company is [ surprised  -  powerful  -  bright  - coward ],he is  

    able to control everything. 

9-I will not take the [ risk – coast  -  habit  -  device ] of losing my money . I have  

    to ask a lawyer. 

10-Global warming is one of the [ habits  -  effects  -  devices  -  tides ] of the  

     pollution.  

11- He is a very sociable person, he has a good [ edge  -  relationship  -  habit  -   

       body clock ] with all the people.  

12-The woman is looking for someone to be [ patient  - bright  -  shallow  -   

       responsible ] of her children while she is at work .       

13- The word " powerful " is the synonym of [ patient  -  bright  -  strong  -  

shallow] .  

14- " Bright " and " shiny " are [ nouns  -  adverbs  -  synonyms  -  antonyms ]. 

15- " risk " and " effect " are [ nouns  -  adjectives  -  synonyms  -  antonyms ]. 
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2-Replace the word between brackets with a suitable word to 

the sentence : 
1-Sleeping for eight hours and doing exercises are good [ devices ] ………….. 

2-Pupils should [ achieve ] ………………their teachers. 

3-Draw the [ body clock ] …………………when it is sunny .  

4-You should study well to can [ obey ] …………your ambitions .  

5-It is enjoyable to see the colorful fish swimming in the [ deep ] ………..water.   

Language Focus 

  1- Using “ If “  to give advice  

We can use the zero / First / Second conditional to give advice and  

instructions. 
 

The zero conditional ( if )  

If + Present Simple …………………….Present Simple  
E.g :  If you don’t sleep well ,you feel bad during the day. 

 

The First conditional (if )  

If +Present Simple ………………………Future Simple /( or imperative )  

E.g  :1-  If you go to bed early ,you won’t be late in the morning. 

         2-   If you don’t understand your homework, ask your teacher. 

         3-   If you need to go to sleep soon, don’t use phones or tablets   

               close to bed. 

 

The Second conditional (if)  

If +Past Simple ……………………. Would +stem verb 

E.g.: 1-  If  I were you ,I would drink a glass of milk every day. 

         2- If I were you, I wouldn’t waste my time. 

 

2- Should and Shouldn’t for advice  

Formation         Subject +should /shouldn’t +infinitive 

E.g. :  A: What should I do to be healthy? 

           B: You should do some exercises. 
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3- So that …. Subject +can /can’t /will/ won’t + inf  

We use “so that “to give a reason and explanation for something. 

E.g :  Eat healthy food so that you can stay healthy. 

 

3-Choose the correct answer :  
 

1- If mom  [ wakes  -  will wake  -  doesn’t wake  - didn’t wake ] me up, I will get 

up late. 

2- If you visit the museum,  [  doesn’t  -    isn't  -  don’t  -  aren’t  ]throw garbage 

there. 

3- If you are scared of the dark  [ asked  -  asking  -  ask  -  asks ] your parents to 

leave the light on . 

4- You should  [ are  -  been  -  be  -  is ] careful when you go to the beach . 

5-If you don’t feel sleepy at bedtime , [ had  -  has  -  have  -  having ] a shower or 

bath.  

6-You shouldn’t [ eats  -  eat  -  eating  -  ate ] too many sweets .  

7-Don’t eat sweets [ because  -  so that  -  if  -  when ] you will have good health.  

8-I [ should  -  shouldn’t  -  doesn’t  -  am ] do my homework before I go to bed .  

9-If you put a piece of sugar in water , it [ will dissolve  - dissolve  -  dissolves  -  

dissolved ] .  

10- If I had your telephone number , I [ will  -  would  -  wouldn’t  -  can't ] phone 

you.  

 

4-Correct the word between brackets : 
1-You [ shouldn’t ] ……………….wear a jacket . It is cold today.  

2-Eat a lot of vegetables [ but ] …………..you can have strong body.  

3-If you have any problem [ asked ] ……………your parents for help.  

4-You shouldn’t [ throwing ] …………..your trash in the street.  

5-If you [ studied ] …………….well , you will pass the exams easily.  

6-If I [ have ] …………….a lot of money , I would buy a new car.       
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5- Listen and choose the correct answer from a ,b, c or d  

1- Omar lives ………………. the sea. 

    a- far from               b- behind             c- by              d- in front  

2- He heard his…………………. go past his bedroom door. 

     a- father                   b- mom                c- brother       d –sister 

3- Omar started to feel sleepy within ………………. minutes. 

     a- ten                        b- six                     c- fifteen         d- twenty 

4- Omar slept very well until ………………….. 

     a- night                     b- noon                 c- morning       d- afternoon 

 

6- Reorder the words to make correct sentences  

1- big  -  a  -  Don’t  -  bedtime  -  close  -  meal  -  eat  -  the  - to .  

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- pulls  -  The gravity  -  the moon  -  on Earth  -  it  -  towards – of – the water.  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- so that  -  Drink  -  well  -  stay  -  water  -  lots of  -   you  - can .  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- should – We  - for  -  hours  -  ten hours  -  eight  -  sleep  - to  -  a night .   

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7- Read and complete the text with the words from the list: 

                       tide- moves - main-   water-  high 

      There are two things that cause the tides: the moon and the sun. But the 

………………………effect is from the moon. When it…………….. around the 

earth ,it’s gravity pulls the water on Earth towards it . This causes a 

…………………….tide in the water nearest the moon .On the opposite side of 

Earth the moon’s gravity pulls the Earth away from the ………………………so 

you get another high tide. 
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Unit 8 - People who helps us 

  

 

 

 

Word Meaning 

1-Community n. The group of people who live in a particular place, area or 

Country. 

2-Volunteer n. A person who offers or agrees to do sth. without being 

paid to do it .  

3-Neighborhood n.  a particular part of a town and the people who live there. 

4-Concert  n. A performance of music . 

5-Electronic devices 

n. 

A device that enables. access to or use of an electronic 

Communication Service 

6-Shell  n. a hard covering that protects eggs , nuts  and some 

animals 

7-Flippers    n. one of two parts like arms on the bodies of some sea 

creatures , such as seals and penguins , used for 

swimming 

8-Charity    n. An organization that collects to help people who are poor 

or sick. 

9-Nocturnal animals 

n.   

animals which are awake and active night. 

10-Diurnal animals   

n.  

animals that active during the day 

11-Predator    n. an animal that kills and eats other animals .  

12-Concrete    n. a hard substance made from cement mixed with sand , 

water , small stones that is used in building. 

13-Urban areas    n. are our cities and towns, they are densely populated. 

14-Rural areas    n. connected with the country not the town. They are usually 

sparsely populated 

15-annoying adj. Making you feel annoyed.  
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1- Choose the correct answer: 
1- There are some new houses in our ( neighbors- neighborhood -school   

     environment) .  

2- This noise is really (annoyed –scared- annoying- interesting ) , I can't      

      really sleep .  

3- We bought some tickets for the ( concert -play -match -movie ) , We  

      like music so much. 

4- Owls are ( nocturnal- diurnal- mammals -wild ) birds.  

7- Farmers live in ( urban -rural- sparsely –desert) areas .  

8-Some sea animals have [ necks  -  shells  -  flippers  -  nose ] to help  

    them move .  

9-We all live in a [ devices – shells – community  -  concrete ] , and we  

    should help the people who live in it.  

10- Many [ devices  -  flippers  -  volunteers  -  neighborhood ] are  

     members in charities which help people with special needs.  

11- The small goat learnt from its mother how to escape from [ shells  -   

      charities  -  predators  -  flippers ] to be safe .  

12- "Interesting " is the antonym of [ exciting  -  annoying  -  surprising  -  

         tiring ].  

2-Replace the word between brackets with a suitable word to 

the sentence : 

1-The turtle has a hard [ flipper ] ………………….to protect it .  

2-The city is [ a rural ] ……………….area.  

3-Some [ devices ] ………………..are dedicated to help poor people .  

4-The [ concrete ] ……………..was enjoyable, all the singers sang 

perfectly.  

5-We have to co-operate together to help our [ charity ] ………………. 
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Language function 

1-If an adjective ends in ( -ed ), it describes how a person feels 

ex : I was frightened on watching the movie  

   2-If an adjective ends in ( ing ) , it describes the thing that makes 

the person feel like that  

ex : The movie was frightening  

" ed " adjectives " ing " adjectives 

annoyed annoying 

tired tiring 

worried worrying 

interested  interesting 

 
Structure 

 3-We use “will "  , " Won't " -  Can  to express ( request –promise- offer )  
examples :  

- Can you help me?                                         [ Request ]  

- I will help you with your homework.         [offer] 

- I won't be late today                                 [ promise ]  

 ( Note )  

After ( will ) , ( won't ) and ( can ), we use ( infinitive verb )  

 

3-Choose the correct answer :  

1- This book is very ( interested- interesting- frightening ). I will read it 

once more. 

2- Dad promised he ( can't- will -won't- isn't ) buy me a new mobile .  

3- Dalia looks ( worrying- amazed- tired- worries ) . She has been 

working all day  

4- I am free today, I ( have- can -can't –‘m not ) hang out with my friends. 

5- Yesterday, the thunder and lightning were very ( frightened-      

     frightening - annoyed- amazed) 
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4-Correct the word between brackets : 

1-The film was [ bored ] ……………..we didn’t continue watching it 

till the end . 

2-The journey was very [ tired ] ……………… we need to have rest. 

3-What's wrong with you ? You look very [ worrying ] ……………. 

4-I promise you, I won't [ been ] ……………..late .  

5-[ Are ] ………….you shut the door, please ?    

 

5- Listen and choose the correct answer  : 
1- My uncle used to be good at ( football – Karate- Judo- tennis ) 

2- My uncle teaches the local ( children- adults- teenagers -babies )  

3- We play football once or twice (a week- day –month- year)  

4- Playing football is ( tired- interesting- tiring- excited ), but it's great fun . 

 
 

6-Fill in the blanks : 

 

Urban  -  trees  -  air  -  green  -  cleaner  -  carbon dioxide  -  polluted  

 

Did you know that plants and --------------------- Can help clean the --------

--------------- in  busy cities and ------------------------- environments?  

Plants absorb ------------------------ and make oxygen. I have researched 

how we can create more ---------------------------- spaces in our cities and 

how this will create ---------------------- air. 
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7-Order the words to make correct sentences: 

1- the community  -  repair  -  can  -  Volunteers  -  and furniture  -  

clothes  -  from . 

……………………………………………………………………………..  

2-can't  -  Predators  - when  -  dark  -  see  -  animals  -  small  - is  -  it .  

……………………………………………………………………………. 

3-animals  -  hearing  -  sense  -  have  -  Nocturnal  - of  -  good  -  a very. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

4-awake  -  Diurnal  -  in  -  means  -  the  -  animals  -  they  - day -  are . 

……………………………………………………………………………     
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Listening text [ connect plus ]  

 

Listening texts (unit 5 ) 

Listen and choose the correct answer : 
I'm Hany and I love spending my free time with my cousins . I'm ten , my cousin Fady is 

nine and his brother Ramy is eleven. We enjoy doing a lot of different things together 

because we're almost the same age . We like playing computer games on Saturdays . We 

also love having dinner together .  

 

Listening text unit 6 

1. Listen and choose the correct answer  : 
Last week, I went to Alexandria with my family. I live in a small village between 

Alexandria and Cairo, so it was exciting to visit a big city. When we were in Alexandria, 

we visited my cousin. She's a student at the university there and she studies science. She 

showed us where she has lessons. The university buildings are very big. 
 

 

Listening text unit 7 

1- Listen and choose the correct answer  : 

      Omar lives by the sea.  One evening, he went to bed at the usual time, but he couldn’t 

sleep. He heard his mom go past his door .He said “Mom, I can’t sleep at   all .I”m wide 

awake”. His mom put the thick curtain across the window so that Omar started to feel 

sleepy .Within ten minutes ,he fell asleep and slept very well until morning. 

 

Listening text unit 8 

1. Listen and choose the correct answer  : 
 

My uncle used to be really good at football when he was younger. He doesn't play football 

any more, but he teaches the local children. I love playing on his team! We practice once 

or twice a week. 


